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Collaboration StatusCollaboration Status
Institutes

joined: University of Zagreb, Croatia
MoU addendum, increase of CORE contribution (200 -> 250 kSF)

under discussion: Cape Town (SA), Ohio SC (USA), Creighton Univ. (USA), ISS 
(Romania), Kaiserslautern (D), Mexico

left: Marburg (D), Shanghai (China), Lisbon (Portugal)

US participation in ALICE
ca 50 people, ca 10M$ investment money

participation in PHOS, new e.m. calorimeter, computing
negotiating with DOE/NSF, proposals under preparation

Japan
restarted promising discussions with 5 Institutes

organization
new structure of Management Board (strengthen executive role)
old: Management + 8 elected ‘ad personam’
new: Management + 9 Project Leaders + 4 elected

R. Stock (FF), H.A. Gustafsson (Lund), H. Boggild (NBI), J. P. Revol (CERN)
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ALICE View on M&OALICE View on M&O

ALICE MoU
4.6.1 R&D work on the various detector elements ;
4.6.2 costs for infrastructure in the Institutes, and costs for personnel, travel, etc. of the Institutes as 
arising from their participation in the Collaboration;
4.6.3 engineering design, final prototyping, construction, calibration, transportation, assembly, 
installation and commissioning costs for the complete detector.
The resources needed for work under the headings 4.6.1 and 4.6.2 are the responsibility of the Institutes 
supported by their respective Funding Agencies.

What is NOT considered M&O

What is IS considered M&O
Money needed to ‘run’ ALICE

Detector (hardware)
Collaboration (1000 people, 80 Institutes)
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ALICE View on M&OALICE View on M&O
Definition of what are running costs is fuzzy

very  specific (gas, tapes,..)
….
very general (cooling towers, power transformers,...)

We accept that the definition of 
experiment specific versus general  M&O items 
is not ALICE business

should be homogeneous across Collaborations
CERN, Council, Funding Agencies,..

Specific concerns in ALICE
variety of views in Collaboration on what should be included or not 
cost-sharing within collaboration 

ALICE has a large share of countries with low R&D budget/scientist
whatever scheme is agreed, it has to be workable !

(i.e. will the bills be paid , in cash, in kind)
stress on national research budgets, in particular during construction
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Transition Radiation Detector (TRD)Transition Radiation Detector (TRD)
TRD TDR submitted 3 Oct. 2001
main aims:

high pt (> 1 GeV)  electron identification
trigger on high pt electrons and jets 
physics:  heavy quarks (c, b), quarkonia (J/Psi, Y), jets

detector:
fiber radiator to induce TR (γ > 2000) 
large (800 m2), high granularity(> 1M ch.) drift detectors
online trigger electronics to select stiff tracks

Collaboration
Germany: GSI, HD (PI), HD (KIP), Munster, Kaiserslautern
Russia (JINR), Romania (Bucharest)

Funding & cost
full detector ~ 15 MSF
MoU funding ~ 8.3 MSF => ca 50% covered 
additional funds being sought

reduced acceptance => reduced physics reach (Y, thermal dileptons, high  pt J/Psi)
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TRDTRD
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PixelPixel

First delivered assemblies:
Detectors: p-in-n prod. by Canberra
Chips: Lot 1  (750µm)

Assemblies be produced by: 

AMS/Italy VTT/Finland
Indium bump-bonds Pb-Sn solder bump-bonds
10 assemblies 11 assemblies

Bonding problems (finally) seem solved !
Pixel project back on track 

(with some delay, can be absorbed)
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test of detector and full electronics successful
detector final

tendering completed, production starts early 2002

PASA FEE final proto (PASCAL)
design review passed, eng. run 2Q 2002

event buffer proto (AMBRA)
design review passed, final proto in Nov, |

eng. run 2Q 2002

SDDSDD
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PHOS Crystal ProductionPHOS Crystal Production

Apatity PWO crystals

18 furnaces are in operation in Apatity, ~ 1000 
crystal ingots have been grown.

4 furnaces were in operation in January
The growth and annealing technologies are 
being optimized.
The cutting technology is under development.

Some 100 shaped crystals have been 
produced and are being tested

Test beam results: new (Apatity) and old
(Bogoroditsk) crystals of equal quality
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Full Scale TOF PrototypeFull Scale TOF Prototype
most design decisions done (material, mechanics, electronics)
two full size TOF modules currently under test
TOF TDR addendum soon (end 2001/early 2002)
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TPCTPC
Field cage production started at Fischer (Austria)

full size prototype inner FC, 120 degrees, 5 m length

site preparation for assembly at CERN (support frame)
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MuonMuon Magnet Yoke (JINR)Magnet Yoke (JINR)
machining of muon 

magnet  yoke started
uses existing iron slabs from JINR
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L3 Central Tube RemovalL3 Central Tube Removal
Russian ‘in kind’ contribution 

to CF (Sarov)
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Update on Cost & FundingUpdate on Cost & Funding
done in framework of LHC  ’Cost-to-Completion’
preliminary (less advanced in spending than ATLAS/CMS)

spending of ~ 40 MSF (~ 1/3 of total) projected until end 2002
remaining costs re-assessed as detailed as possible

funding situation
shortfalls (essentially Russia)
under- or over-funded items in MoU

cost variations
over- or under spending (accuracy of CORE estimated to be 5-10%)

real cost (after tender),  updated cost estimates
should, ideally, cancel to 0 

design changes
improved technical understanding  (mostly cost up)
simplifications, deliberate cost reduction (cost down)

additional items (cost up)
partially equivalent to ‘Commissioning & Integration’ in other expts
interface detector <-> general installations, detector <-> machine
upgrade of L3-items (racks, magnet control, cooling units, ..)
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FundingFunding
MoU net contribution Russia = 13 MSF

‘Skrinsky scheme’ : 1/2 cash, 1/2 cost saving (or other sources), 1/2 west investment
expected Russian cash contribution 6.5 MSF

Skrinsky scheme does not work in general for experiments 
partially only for items with large institute involvement

Russian prices tied to $, Sf/$ exchange rate up from 1.2-1.4 (CORE) to 1.6-1.8 
price increase in 2 large items (crystals, muon-absorber)

precautions taken
attempt conservative costing
include some over-funding (1.6 MSF)
some back-up plans to reduce and shift responsibilities 

precautions largely insufficient to deal with all 3 problems !

total cash problem of order 10 MSF !
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Major Cost Problems & SolutionsMajor Cost Problems & Solutions
Muon magnet (reported 10.2000)

CORE: coil + yoke = 2.8 MSF (1/3 CERN, 2/3 JINR) 
in 2000: cost in Russia estimated at 4.2 MSF ($/SF ??) (+1.4 MSF)
changed production strategy (split yoke and coil contracts)
yoke: 1.4 MSF (2/3 JINR, 1/3 CERN), 
coil: industry (1.7 MSF, 80% France, 20% CERN)
cost ~ back to CORE (+ 300 kSF can be absorbed in other magnet items)
JINR contribution (~ 1 MSF) shifted ‘in kind’ to PHOS (crystals from Ukraine)
Muon arm over-funding gone

TPC field cage (reported 4.2001)
CORE: 0.7 MSF, CfT (‘turn-key approach’) => 2 - 5 MSF !!
changed production strategy (deliver parts, assemble in-house): 1 MSF

increase (+ 300 kSF) absorbed (design change in electronics)

DAQ/Trigger/HLT (CORE = 10 MSF)
design change of trigger system: + 300 kSF (very prel. estimate)
increased number of data links, LDC’s: + 200 kSF
simplifications, cost evolution: - 500 kSF (based on Data Challenge tests)
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Problems, no Solution yetProblems, no Solution yet
Muon absorbers: 4.1 MSF, replaced W by Pb => expect < 3.5 MSF 

mid 2001: cost in Russia estimated at 3.3 M$ (5.3 MSF, + 1. 8 MSF) ! (CERN/Russia proj)
price evaluation in industry now ongoing, results before end 2001
evaluate simplifications & identify cost drivers
absorber has become more complex with detailed design !
critical item, has to be ready in ~ 2 years !

PHOS, CORE = 10.5 MSF (2/3 Russia, 20% China, 15% other)
crystal price 3SF/cc -> 3.5 $/cc (‘98 ‘target price’ ~ 2SF/cc, we used 3SF/cc !)

new set-up cost (Bogoroditsk -> Apatity) => effective price 3$/cc
Russian project -> 20% TVA (under discussion) => 3.5 $/CC
$ exchange rate up from 1.3 SF/$ to ~ 1.6 SF/$ => crystals from 5.2 MSF -> 9.8 MSF !

other PHOS components 5.3 MSF -> 6.3 MSF (exchange rate) => PHOS + 5.6 MSF
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Actions taken on PHOSActions taken on PHOS
limit Russian net contribution to 13 MSF

requested, and received, a funding profile for CERN-Russia funding
no ‘Skrinsky factor’ => needs additional 6.5 MSF of cash
not completely unrealistic, eg 1 MSF in 2001 from Minatom + Kurchatov

cap non-Russian PHOS contributions to MoU money (< 3.5 MSF)
shift responsibilities to new PHOS collaborators

~ 1 MSF ‘in kind’ contribution of crystals from JINR 
US participation on PHOS (electronics), request to DOE pending

descope PHOS (cap to current ALICE at ~ MoU cost)
20 k crystals down to ~ 16 k crystals (skip test module, reduce spares)

affirm very high priority of muon absorbers
crucial item for performance of muon spectrometer
can not be staged, on critical path for all of ALICE installation

strong effort to have full-size PHOS
already halved in size from TP to TDR !
further sign. reduction => system. error in direct photons up x 3 ! (5% -> 15%)
thermal photons important signal (see discussions about SPS results!!)
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Inner Tracking System (ITS)Inner Tracking System (ITS)
Pixel detectors (CORE = 2.8 MSF) up 0.35 - 0.61 MSF

pixel chip: IBM contract, end engineering run if needed
switch from copper cables to optical links 
funding shortfall (123 kSF)

Silicon Drift Detectors (CORE = 5.2 MSF), up 0.32 MSF
outcome of detector tender (up 120 kSF on 1.42 MSF)
HV power supplies (+ 180 kSF, underestimated)

Silicon Strip Detectors (CORE = 10.3 MSF), up 0.25 MSF
outcome of detector tender (up 250 kSF on 3.7 MSF)

split between 3 companies, lowest even below MoU, others slightly above
in addition, funding shortfall 0.7 MSF
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Commissioning & Integration, Services, InstallationCommissioning & Integration, Services, Installation

contains non-detector specific and common items, installation,..
expt. area, support structures, beam pipe, general services (racks, gas pipes, …) 

CORE estimate (~ 12 MSF) in 1998 (after TP, before TDR’s)
redone recently after all TDR’s submitted => 3 - 5 MSF increase !

still very preliminary (therefore the uncertainty)

reasons for the dramatic cost increase
sign. increase in complexity and size of services, infrastructure and integration

from ‘conceptual design’ in TP to final design in TDR’s
some systems (TRD, HLT); detector cost in MoU, associated costs only partially
new racks (0.8 MSF), additional counting room (0.6 MSF), cooling&ventilation, power distr
Installation & integration: manpower (IS) +2 MSF, materials +0.8 MSF

unforeseen upgrades/repairs of L3 equipment
L3 magnet (+610 kSF for new control, flow meters), L3 racks (+ 150 kSF for new control)

less help and/or increased cost of CERN services (‘gray’ areas)
more IS contracts for manpower, beam pipe (+320 kSF)

~ equivalent to C&I in ATLAS/CMS
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need to limit cost increase, hope to < 3 MSF
shift manpower from Industrial Services to Institute mp and PJAS

cost savings by design changes & simplifications (better, faster, cheaper)

further discussions with general services & machine in ‘gray’ areas
worried about shifts in responsibility towards expts (CERN budget situation !!)

new Collaborators contributing to Common Fund (Japan, US)

Potential Cost Saving MeasuresPotential Cost Saving Measures
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Cost changesCost changes
ITS: CORE = 19.4, up 0.9 - 1.2 MSF (+ 5%), underfunding 0. 7MSF
TPC: CORE = 15.6 MSF, on budget
HMPID: CORE = 2.1 MSF, ~ on budget
TRD: CORE = 15 MSF (full acceptance), on budget (TDR 2001)
TOF: CORE = 14.7 MSF, on budget (TDR 2001)
Muon arm: CORE = 19.2 MSF, up 1.7 - 2 MSF (+ 10%)
Trigger, DAQ, HLT: CORE = 10 MSF, on budget
PHOS: CORE = 10.5 MSF, capped to current PHOS collaboration
Installation, integration: CORE = 12 MSF, up 3 MSF (+ 25%)
other detectors & items: CORE = 8.5 MSF, on budget
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Cost & Funding SummaryCost & Funding Summary
TRD, missing funds ca 7 MSF, 1/2 staged

completion of TRD would need significant additional funds

prel. ‘Cost-to-Completion’ of MoU detector 
detectors sub-systems: 3.3- 3.9 MSF

MoU under-funding of Si-strips: 0.7 MSF
additional costs: 1.1-1.4 MSF detectors, 1.5-1.8 MSF muon absorber (2.6%)

services, installation, commissioning & integration: ~ 3 MSF (> 25%)
assumes 2 MSF of savings can be realized
rely less on IS, more on Institutes manpower
hope for no further surprises in ‘gray area’ of machine - detector interface

Sum: 6.3 - 6.9 MSF (+5.5%)
next steps

refine ALICE ‘cost-to-completion’, report final numbers in April 2002
look for cost savings everywhere
discuss with funding agencies how to safeguard physics capabilities of ALICE 

within financial possibilities


